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1. Dynamic Hedging
The binomial tree for the price of the stock is

and the binomial tree for the price of the bond is
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We want to use the data from these trees to “price” a call option that gives the holder the
right, but not the obligation, to buy a share of stock at the strike price K = 100 at t = 2.
a. To begin the process of “backwards recursion,” start in the good state at t = 1.
Looking ahead to t = 2, the stock price may rise to P2G = 144 in the good state or fall
to P2M = 108 in the medium state. Either way, the call will be in the money, worth
V2G = 44 in the good state and V2M = 8 in the medium state. The bond is worth 100
no matter what. Therefore, if s is the number of shares of stock and b the number of
bonds required to form the portfolio that replicates the option’s payoffs in both states,
these values must satisfy
144s + 100b = 44
and
108s + 100b = 8.
The easiest way to solve this system of equation is to subtract the second equation
from the first to eliminate the term involving b; the result shows that
36s = 36
or s = 1. Plugging this solution for s back into either of the two original equations
and solving for b yields b = −1. No arbitrage requires the price V1G in the good state
at t = 1 to equal the cost of assembling this portfolio. Since P1G = 120 is the stock
price and QG
1 = 100 is the bond price in the good state at t = 1, we now know that
V1G = 120 − 100 = 20.
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b. Next, let’s move down to the bad state at t = 1. Looking ahead to t = 2, the stock
price may rise to P2M = 108 in the medium state or fall to P2G = 81 in the bad state.
Now, the call will be in the money, worth V2M = 8, in the medium state, but out of
the money, worth V2B = 0 in the bad state. The bond is again worth 100 no matter
what. Now for the portfolio that replicates the option’s payoffs, s and b must satisfy
108s + 100b = 8
and
81s + 100b = 0.
Again, it’s most convenient to subtract the second equation from the first to eliminate
b and solve for
27s = 8
or s = 8/27. Now use either of the two original equations to find b = −24/100. No
arbitrage requires the price V1B in the bad state at t = 1 to equal the cost of assembling
this portfolio. Since P1B = 90 is the stock price and QB
1 = 100 is the bond price in the
bad state at t = 1, we now know that
V1B = 90(8/27) − 100(24/100) = 8/3.
c. Finally, let’s move back to t = 0. We’ve already found that the option will be worth
V1G = 20 in the good state at t = 1 and V1B = 8/3 in the bad state at t = 1. We also
know from the original binomial trees that the stock price will be P1G = 120 in the
good state at t = 1 and P1B = 90 in the bad state at t = 1. The bond is still worth
100 no matter what. Now for the portfolio that replicates the option’s payoffs, s and
b must satisfy
120s + 100b = 20
and
90s + 100b = 8/3.
Again, it’s most convenient to subtract the second equation from the first to eliminate
b and solve for
30s = 52/3
or s = 52/90. Now use either of the two original equations to find b = −148/300. No
arbitrage requires the price V0 at t = 0 to equal the cost of assembling this portfolio.
Since P0 = 100 is the stock price and QB
0 = 100 is the bond price at t = 0, we now
know that
V0 = 100(52/90) − 100(148/300) = 8 4/9 = 8.44.
Before moving on to problem 2, let’s view the dynamic hedging strategy required to match
the option’s payoffs from the perspective of a trader, moving forwards instead of backwards
in “real time.” At t = 0, the solution to part (c) from above shows that this trader must
buy s = 52/90 = 0.58 shares of stock to replicate the option’s payoffs moving from t = 0 to
t = 1.
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Now, suppose that the good state arrives at t = 1. The solution to part (a) from above shows
that, even as the stock price rises from P0 = 100 to P1G = 120, the trader must increase his
or her holdings of the stock to s = 1 share. Suppose, on the other hand, that the bad state
arrives at t = 1. The solution to part (b) from above shows that, even as the stock price
falls from P0 = 100 to P1B = 90, the trader must decrease his or her holdings of the stock to
s = 8/27 = 0.30 shares.
Thus, a trader using dynamic hedging to track the value of a stock option will have to buy
shares when the stock price is rising and sell shares when the stock price is falling. These
trading strategies can sometimes work to amplify stock price movements during a short
squeeze, as with GameStop in early 2021. Similar strategies have also been blamed for part
of the “Black Monday” stock market crash on October 19, 1987, when the S&P 500 stock
index declined by more than 20 percent on one day.
2. Using Options to Infer Contingent Claims Prices
Douglas Breeden and Robert Litzenberger showed how options on the Standard & Poor’s
500 stock index could be used to infer the prices of contingent claims in the real world. To
do this, they assumed that there are N states of the world, corresponding to different levels
of the S&P500, with
P1 < P2 < ... < PN
and
P i+1 = P i + δ
for some δ > 0. That is, better states of the world correspond to higher levels of the S&P
500, with levels of the S&P 500 arranged on a grid with δ points between each entry.
Next, Breeden and Litzenberger showed that if one constructs a “butterfly” portfolio of call
options by buying one call on the S&P 500 with strike price P i−1 , writing (selling short) two
calls on the S&P 500 with strike price P i , and buying one call on the S&P 500 with strike
price P i+1 , then the resulting portfolio will pay off δ dollars in state i, when the S&P 500
is at level P = P i , and zero otherwise. Thus, if qoi denotes the price of a call option with
i
strike price P i , no arbitrage implies that the price qcc
of a contingent claim that pays off one
dollar in state i and zero otherwise can be computed as
i
qcc
= (1/δ)(qoi−1 + qoi+1 − 2qoi ).

The table below shows prices of call options on the S&P 500 expiring on May 21, 2022, for
five strike prices on a grid that sets δ = 100, taken from the “quotes dashboard” on the
website of the Chicago Board Options Exchange:
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S&P 500 Call Option Prices
May 21, 2021 Expiration
Strike Price
Option Price
1
K = P = 3800
qo1 = 221
K = P 2 = 3900
qo2 = 150
K = P 3 = 4000
qo3 = 91
4
K = P = 4100
qo4 = 50
K = P 5 = 4200
qo5 = 25
Besides the genius that lies behind the basic idea, what is truly impressive about Breeden
and Litzenberger’s results is how easy they are to apply in practice: we can exploit the
similarity between option payoffs and contingent claims payoffs to infer contingent claims
prices from options prices without having to solve any system of equations!
In particular, to price a contingent claim for the state in which the S&P 500 is at P 2 = 3900
on May 21, we only need to plug the relevant options prices into the formula and compute
2
qcc
= (1/100)(221 + 91 − 2 × 150) = 0.12.

Likewise, for the states in which the S&P 500 is at P 3 = 4000 or P 4 = 4100:
3
qcc
= (1/100)(150 + 50 − 2 × 91) = 0.18

and
4
qcc
= (1/100)(91 + 25 − 2 × 50) = 0.16.

This small set of calculations illustrates how we can use option prices to infer contingent
claims prices in the real world. As S&P options trade with many strike prices above and
below those shown in the table, we can use the same procedure to infer contingent claims
prices for even better or worse states of the world. And since S&P 500 options also trade
with strike prices at intervals as small as 10 points, we can use the same procedure to price
contingent claims for large number of states intermediate to those considered here.
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